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Patterns of symmetric and asymmetric morphological variation in unicellular
green microalgae of the genus Micrasterias (Desmidiales, Viridiplantae)
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Abstract: Morphological symmetry and asymmetry in three clonal populations of Micrasterias cells was
decomposed using a new geometric morphometric method specifically developed for shape analysis of complex
symmetric structures. Micrasterias cells are symmetric relative to two perpendicular axes of symmetry: a left–right
axis and a juvenile–adult axis. Shape variation is decomposed into a component of symmetric variation and other
components of asymmetry. Principal component analysis suggested that symmetric variation and juvenile–adult
asymmetry were dominant in describing morphological differences among objects in all three datasets. The left–
right asymmetric variation among adjacent quadrants of the same semicells was consistently more pronounced than
the asymmetric variation with respect to the transversal axis. The strains of Micrasterias radians var. bogoriensis
(SVCK 389) and M. radians var. evoluta (SVCK 518) were consistently more variable than the population of
M. semiradiata (CAUP K606), with respect to both symmetric and different aspects of asymmetric variation.
The shape differences among cell quadrants from opposite semicells were statistically not different from shape
differences among cell quadrants from different cells of clonal populations.
Key words: asymmetry, desmids, geometric morphometrics, green algae, morphological plasticity, multivariate
methods

Introduction
Asymmetry in biological structures (i.e. deviations
from otherwise symmetric morphology) has widely
been investigated by utilising morphometric
registration of shape. Klingenberg & McIntyre
(1998) and Mardia et al. (2000) presented a
geometric morphometric–based approach for
the analysis of morphological symmetry and
asymmetry in left and right sides of bilaterally
symmetric organisms that has since been used
in numerous studies of symmetry/asymmetry
patterns in metazoans (for review, see Leamy &
Klingenberg 2005).
Symmetry is an omnipresent feature in
protists and different types of complex symmetry
are particularly exhibited in freshwater and
marine microalgal cells (e.g. green algae) or in
inorganic shells (e.g. diatoms). For instance,
frustules of many diatoms are typically composed
of two bilaterally symmetric halves (e.g. valvar
views of Gomphonema or Cymbella spp.) as

well as green algae cells (e.g. Tetraedron and
Pediastrum spp). Even more frequently, the 2D
frontal views of cells are composed of 4 parts
that are symmetric according to their x and y axes
(biradial symmetry), such as cells of the desmid
genus Micrasterias or valvar views of many
pennate diatom frustules (Frustulia, Navicula,
and Stauroneis spp.). Desmid cells are typically
composed of two bilaterally symmetric semicells
arranged according to two perpendicular axes of
symmetry. Desmids reproduce by mitotic division
in the isthmus plane, i.e. in their narrowest
central part. The daughter cells then develop their
own semicells so that each cell is composed of
2 unequally old, bilaterally symmetric parts.
Interestingly, both quadrants of desmid semicells
develop simultaneously. Conversely, symmetry of
quadrants belonging to opposite semicells relates
to diachronic ontogenetic processes. In contrast
to multicellular organisms, the respective left and
right halves of bilaterally symmetric structures
of protists usually cannot be discerned, as the
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anterior and posterior parts of cells do not differ.
For example, left or right halves of Micrasterias
semicells cannot be distinguished or homologised
among different cells in a population. Therefore,
geometric morphometric studies of protists
typically used symmetrised data acquired by
averaging shape information from all symmetric
parts of a cell (e.g. Potapova & Hamilton 2007;
Veselá et al. 2009; Poulíčková et al. 2010), or
a semicell (Neustupa & Šťastný 2006; Neustupa
et al. 2011). However, components of asymmetric
variation were omitted from the analysis
(Klingenberg et al. 2002). Therefore, shape
differences related to allometry or developmental
instabilites could not be investigated. Recently,
Savriama & Klingenberg (2011) developed
a morphometric framework for decomposing
symmetry and different asymmetric parts of
morphological variation. This method, which has
been based on the principal component analysis
(PCA) of geometric morphometric data (i.e. of the
Procrustes tangent coordinates), was used in this
study.
The members of the green algal group
of desmids (Desmidiales, Zygnematophyceae)
represent especially suitable model organisms for
investigating patterns of symmetric and asymmetric
variation in protists. These presumably unicellular
relatives of vascular green plants typically inhabit
phytobenthos of acidic freshwater wetlands
(Coesel & Meesters 2007; Šťastný 2010). About
6000 morphologically defined desmid taxa were
described (Brook 1981; Coesel & Meesters
2007). Mature cells of desmids are surrounded by
a rigid cell wall that fixes the cellular shapes. In
addition, intricate cells of many desmid species,
characterised by numerous lobes and incisions,
represent one of the most complex cellular shapes
among eukaryotic microorganisms (Brook 1981).
Savriama et al. (2010) used decomposition of
symmetric and asymmetric variation in a model
desmid species – Micrasterias rotata – originating
from a single population. They illustrated that
almost two–thirds of variation were attributed
to the vertical asymmetric component, i.e. to
the asymmetric variation taking place between
juvenile and adult semicells. Therefore, the
authors related this asymmetry type primarily
to the processes of cellular growth. Symmetric
variation (i.e. differences among individuals)
spanned approximately 25% of the total variation,
and other types of asymmetry among quadrants
of individual cells were much less important.
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Apparent deviations from the symmetric
morphological body plan were reported for
some desmid species and lineages. Pronounced
left–right (horizontal) asymmetry is typical for
most of the species belonging to the species–
rich genus Closterium (Růžička 1977). Teiling
(1957) and Brook (1981) illustrated that shape
asymmetries between opposite semicells may be
the defining taxonomic feature of several taxa,
such as Micrasterias sudanensis or Allorgeia
incredibilis. At the same time, Teiling (1956,
1957) also illustrated taxa with obvious horizontal
or transversal asymmetric deviations from the
overall biradial symmetry (e.g. Cosmarium
zygomorphicum, C. subgranatum, C. onychonema,
or Micrasterias mahabuleshwarensis). Škaloud
et al. (2011) reconstructed the phylogenetic
history of the generic Micrasterias lineage. This
genus is formed by several firmly supported
clades that differ by their morphological
features. Interestingly, clade H, encompassing
M. mahabuleshwarensis, M. americana, M.
hardyi, and M. muricata, is typical by cells with
transversally asymmetric arrangement of the polar
lobe processes. In addition, clade C, including
M. rotata, M. fimbriata, M. brachyptera, and M.
torreyi, characteristically has asymmetric lateral
lobules, whereas the cell as a whole still keeps the
biradial symmetric body plan. The members of
clade A, which includes all 3 taxa investigated in
the present study, also share the biradial symmetric
pattern of their cells.
This study concentrates on decomposition
of symmetric and asymmetric variation in the
clonal populations of 3 morphologically distinct
taxa of the genus Micrasterias (Figs 1–6). The
relative importance of individual asymmetry
types among species was compared. In addition,
the patterns of symmetry and asymmetry
were also decomposed in the pooled data set
consisting of cells belonging to all 3 investigated
species, to test for differences and the amount of
individual variation components among species.
This analysis involved separate evaluation of
principal components spanning purely symmetric
variation and vertical, horizontal, and transversal
asymmetric variations. In each of these 4 data
sets, species differentiation and the amount of
variation of individual species were illustrated.
Finally, I asked whether the actual shape distances
among individual cellular quadrants (evaluated by
the tangent Procrustes distances) differ from the
shape distances among quadrants of different cells
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taken from the same population. A large fraction
of the variation in geometric morphometric data
may often be related to size variation due to
allometric effects. In desmids, allometry may
especially accentuate shape differences between
quadrants from opposite semicells, as the juvenile
semicell may be slightly smaller than the adult
semicell. Therefore, allometric shape variation
was separated by multivariate regression of shape
data on the size values of individual quadrants
(Klingenberg 1996; Monteiro 1999). Size was
evaluated using centroid size measure, i.e. by
square root of the sum of squared distances from
the landmarks to their centroid (Zelditch et al.
2004). Three strains used in this study (SVCK
518 identified as M. radians var. evoluta; SVCK
389, M. radians var. bogoriensis; and CAUP
K606, M. semiradiata) represent distinct species
lineages within the genus (Neustupa et al. 2010;
Nemjová et al. 2011; Škaloud et al. 2011). Their
morphological differences are mostly related to
variation in complexity of lobulation (Škaloud
et al. 2011). M. semiradiata is a species with
the least intricate cells among the members of
the genus, but the 2 remaining taxa have more
complex morphologies with the deeply divided
third–order lobules developed in most cells.
Therefore, patterns of species discrimination
based on different components of symmetric and
asymmetric variation were of interest in these
3 taxa representing morphologically different
manifestations of the Micrasterias body plan.
Material and Methods
The cultures were acquired from 2 public microalgal
culture collections (CAUP K606 from Culture
Collection of Algae, Charles University in Prague;
SVCK 389 and SVCK 518 from Sammlung von
Conjugaten–Kulturen, Universität Hamburg). Strains
were grown for 4 weeks in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks
in MES–buffered DY IV liquid medium at 23 °C
and illuminated at 40 µmol photons.m–2. s–1 from 18
W cool fluorescent tubes (Philips TLD 18W/33), at
a light:dark regime of 12:12 h. Quantitative shape
analysis was based on geometric morphometric
methods (Zelditch et al. 2004). Microphotographs
were taken on an Olympus BX51 light microscope
with Olympus Z5060 digital photographic equipment
(Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). In total, 38 cells
were analysed from CAUP K606 and SVCK 389 and
31 cells from SVCK 518. There were 36 landmarks
depicted on each cell by using TpsDig ver. 2.16 (Rohlf
2010a) positioned in homologous positions on each of
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the 4 cellular quadrants (Figs 2, 4, 6). The details of
the morphological positions of individual landmarks
were described by Neustupa et al. (2008). For the
decomposition of symmetry and asymmetry, the
method of Savriama & Klingenberg (2011) was applied
for analysis of structures symmetric relative to two
perpendicular axes. In such objects with 4 symmetric
parts, there are 4 symmetry transformations resulting
in a data set consisting of the original configurations,
and the relabelled configurations reflected along the
x–, y–, and x + y axes (Savriama et al. 2010). Each
specimen is thus characterised by 4 configurations, and
their average shape is perfectly symmetric (Savriama &
Klingenberg 2011). In this case of Micrasterias cells,
an original configuration of landmarks for the entire
cell and three transformed copies with an appropriate
relabelling of landmarks were used in a new combined
dataset: reflected copy about the juvenile–adult axis,
reflected copy about the left–right axis, and reflected
copy about both axes (equivalent to a rotated copy by
180°). The final data sets for symmetry and asymmetry
decomposition consisted of 4 × 38 = 152 objects in
CAUP K606 and SVCK 389 and 4 × 31 = 124 objects in
SVCK 518. Given that the PCs can be unambiguously
separated into components of symmetric variation and
asymmetry, it is possible to sum up the relative amount
of variance for each category of shape variation, as
well as to visualize the associated shape changes
(Savriama et al. 2010; Savriama & Klingenberg
2011). Morphological variation of the investigated
populations was decomposed into 4 parts (represented
by individual PCs) that correspond to symmetric
variation and to 3 asymmetric components. Asymmetry
along the vertical axis reflected the shape differences
between semicells of different age. Asymmetry along
the horizontal axis spanned shape differences between
left and right cell halves, and transversal asymmetry
described shape differences combining asymmetric
effects along both vertical and horizontal axes.
A Generalised Procrustes analysis (GPA)
that superimposes the new combined dataset with
all the original configurations and their transformed
relabelled copies by removing differences in position,
rotation, and size (Dryden & Mardia 1998; Zelditch
et al. 2004). The TpsSmall ver. 1.20 (Rohlf 2003)
was used to assess the correlation of Procrustes and
tangent space distances to ensure that the amount
of shape variation in data sets was small enough to
allow subsequent statistical analyses (for details, see
e.g. Dryden & Mardia 1998). As the correlations of
Procrustes and the Kendall shape spaces were very
high in all the data sets (r > 0.99), further morphometric
analyses were conducted. PCA was performed on the
Procrustes coordinates of all original configurations
and their transformed relabelled copies and clearly
separated components of symmetric shape variation
from multiple components of asymmetry. The most
important axes spanning symmetric and asymmetric
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variation in the shape of individual species were
illustrated by thin–plate splines in TpsRelw ver. 1.49
(Rohlf 2010b). The GPA and PCA were conducted
using the package shapes ver. 1.0.9 (Dryden & Mardia
1998) in R ver. 2.13.0. (R Development Core Team
2011), and the relative amounts of different asymmetry
patterns were computed from individual principal
components. PCA separated different categories of
shape variation (symmetry and vertical, horizontal
and transversal segments of asymmetry). This allowed
summing up the amount of variance for each category
of shape variation. To assess measurement error, the
landmarks in the entire set were digitalised twice. The
second digitalisation was conducted about 8 months
after the original landmarks’ coordinates were acquired.
Then, the symmetry/asymmetry decomposition was
once again conducted in the individual groups, and the
resulting values were compared with those obtained in
the previous analyses.
The decomposition of the pooled data set that
consisted of all 3 strains was conducted in the same
way as indicated above. The scores of the original
configurations on individual PC axes, describing
symmetric variation and vertical, horizontal, and
transversal asymmetric variations, were used for
assessing species differences in these components
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of the total shape variation. The patterns of species
differentiation based either on symmetric variation
or on different components of asymmetric variation
were illustrated by 2D non–metric multidimensional
scaling (NMDS) of the PC scores in PAST ver. 2.11.
(Hammer et al. 2001). In NMDS, the data are fitted to
two dimensions so that there are no further hidden axes
of variation, which makes the resulting ordination plots
very informative. NMDS is a numerical technique that
iteratively seeks a final ordination solution. As a result,
any NMDS ordination is not a unique solution and a
subsequent analysis of the same data set may result in
a somewhat different ordination pattern. However, for
Kruskal’s stress values ≤ 0.2 the ordination patterns
are considered stable and they can reliably represent
distances among objects in the original multivariate
space (Borg & Groenen 2005). To compare the
amounts of variation in different segments of symmetry
or asymmetry among species the permutation tests
for homogeneity of multivariate dispersions were
conducted. The PC axes describing individual segments
of symmetry or asymmetry had been taken separately
and variation in scores of individual species on these
axes was compared using the function betadisper of the
package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2011) in R ver. 2.13.0.
(R Development Core Team 2011).

Figs. 1–6. Microphotographs of 3 investigated Micrasterias taxa: (1, 2) Micrasterias semiradiata (CAUP K606); (3, 4)
Micrasterias radians var. bogoriensis (SVCK 389); and (5, 6) Micrasterias radians var. evoluta (SVCK 518). Positions of
landmarks (2, 4, 6) and cellular quadrants A, B, C and D (3) are depicted. Scale bar 20 µm.
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The tangent Procrustes distances (PD) among
individual quadrants were assessed in TpsSmall ver.
1.20. The effect of allometry was separated by multiple
regressions of shape data on the centroid size (CS)
values of individual quadrants, i.e. on the square root
of the sum of squared distances from the landmarks
to their centroid (Dryden & Mardia 1998). Residuals
of the regression models were added to the consensus
configuration and used for evaluating the allometry–
free shape distances among quadrants (Klingenberg
1996). Multiple regression was conducted using a
routine in R ver. 2.13.0., and the final values of shape
distances were illustrated by box–plots. The mean
values of the tangent PDs among within–cell quadrants
were compared against the 5% to 95% confidence
intervals of the random distribution that arose from
the 9999 bootstrap repetitions of the original shape
distances among all the investigated quadrants.

Results
The purely symmetric variation and the
asymmetric variation with respect to the vertical
axis were dominant in all 3 analysed species
(Fig. 7). There were slightly higher shares of
symmetric variation in SVCK 518 and SVCK
389 strains, but the vertical asymmetric variation
spanned the highest proportion in CAUP K606.
The symmetric principal components that
spanned most of the total variation were—in all
species—primarily related to the narrowing of
cellular incisions between polar and lateral lobes
(Fig. 8). The most important axes that described
vertical asymmetric variation were clearly related
to allometric changes in CAUP K606 and SVCK
518, and they were typical by shallowing the
incisions and by compressing the polar lobe in
the putative juvenile semicell. On the other hand,
the most important vertical asymmetric trend of
the SVCK 389 population encompassed mainly
contraction of the basal parts of semicells, but it did
not span shape changes of their polar lobes (Fig.
8). The horizontal and transversal asymmetries
were much less important in all 3 species. The
PC axes spanning the highest part of the left–right
(horizontal) asymmetric variation were uniformly
related to lateral deflection of semicells. The most
important transversal PC axes in SVCK 518 and
SVCK 389 strains spanned variation describing
deflection of polar lobes, but in CAUP K606, this
axis (PC8) was related to the narrowing of lateral
cellular incisions (Fig. 8). Interestingly, horizontal
asymmetry (i.e. asymmetry among adjacent quadrants of same semicells) always spanned more

Fig. 7. The bar chart plots illustrating proportions of
symmetry and individual types of asymmetry in 3 investigated
Micrasterias strains [(h.a.) horizontal asymmetry; (t.a.)
transversal asymmetry].

variation than transversal asymmetry (Fig. 7). This
difference was relatively negligible in SVCK 389
(1.63%), but more conspicuous in SVCK 518 and
CAUP K606 (5.21% and 5.69%, respectively).
The repeated digitalisations resulted in virtually
identical patterns of symmetry and asymmetry
values. The differences in relative proportions
of individual symmetry and asymmetry types
between the original and repeated digitalisations
did not exceed 0.98% in any of the investigated
species. Summing up, the measurement error
very probably did not obscure the real patterns
of relative symmetry and asymmetry within the
investigated data set.
The PCA of the pooled data set consisting
of cells from all 3 species allowed separation
of principal components spanning individual
patterns of symmetric or asymmetric variation.
NMDS of the scores of individual objects on
symmetric principal components illustrated that
the species were clearly separated on the basis of
morphological variation, which was symmetric
in all 4 cellular quadrants (Fig. 9). The canonical
variate analysis (CVA) of symmetric principal
component scores strongly discriminated the
individual groups (Wilks’ λ = 0.0001, p < 10–5).
The cross–validation classification tests illustrated
100% correct assignment of individual cells into
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Fig. 8. The thin–plate splines illustrating shape changes spanned by selected PC axes describing different segments of
morphological variation of species. Axes spanning the most important components of symmetry and different types of
asymmetry were selected. The grid deformations were magnified to allow better visualisation of corresponding changes in the
shape of the cells.

their species groups. Conversely, the principal
components that spanned asymmetric variation
were much less different among the species
(Figs 10–12). The CVA of principal components
spanning
vertical
asymmetric
variation
(asymmetry between semicells) resulted in weak
separation of groups (Wilks’ λ = 0.58, p = 0.026).
The two–group Hotelling’s T2 test illustrated that
subtle difference was only detected between mean
values of SVCK 389 and CAUP K606 strains
(Bonferroni corrected, p = 0.013). The patterns of
horizontal asymmetry were not significant among
species (Wilks’ λ = 0.74, p > 0.05). Similarly, the
transversal asymmetry patterns also did not differ

among species (Wilks’ λ = 0.71, p > 0.05).
The amounts of variation described by
symmetric or asymmetric components differed
among species. The permutation tests for
homogeneity of multivariate dispersions based on
symmetric PC axes resulted in highly significant
differentiation of group dispersions (p = 0.001).
SVCK 389 cells were most variable, whereas
the CAUP K606 had the least variable cells with
respect to symmetric morphological variation
(Fig. 9). This pattern was very similar in all 3 types
of asymmetric variation. The group dispersions
were always highly significantly different (p =
0.001). The population of M. semiradiata (CAUP
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Figs 9–12. Non–metric multidimensional scaling ordination plots representing (9) symmetric morphological variation, (10)
asymmetric variation with respect to the vertical (allometric) axis, (11) asymmetric variation with respect to the horizontal
(left–right) axis, and (12) asymmetric variation with respect to the transversal axis. The bar chart plots illustrate the amounts
of variation in individual species groups [Black circles: Micrasterias semiradiata, CAUP K606; red circles: M. radians var.
bogoriensis, SVCK 389; and green triangles: M. radians var. evoluta, SVCK 518].

K606) always had the least asymmetric cells in
comparison with the other strains, and M. radians
var. bogoriensis (SVCK 389) was consistently
the most variable strain with respect to different
asymmetry types (Figs 10–12).
The size–controlled shape distances of
individual quadrants among different cells within
populations were evaluated by tangent PDs of
landmark configurations of arbitrarily chosen
A, B, C, and D quadrants. The shape distances
between quadrants within the cells were also
measured. Interestingly, the shape distances
between 2 quadrants of a same semicell, i.e.
between 2 simultaneously developing quadrants,
had consistently lower mean PD values than the
pairs of quadrants located on opposite semicells, or
on different cells of individual clonal populations
(Fig. 13). The A–to–B and C–to–D mean shape
distances were also consistently below the 5% to
95% confidence intervals based on 9999 bootstrap
repetitions, creating random sets of tangent
PDs corresponding to a number of cells in each

population. Conversely, the shape distances of
quadrants from opposite semicells of the same
cells were not lower than the shape distances of
quadrants originating from different cells, as the
mean values of all these sets were located within
the 5% to 95% confidence intervals for the mean
shape distances.
Discussion
In this study, I have applied the general method for
geometric morphometric analysis of symmetric
shape variation and asymmetry in complex
symmetric objects recently introduced by
Savriama & Klingenberg (2011) and Savriama
et al. (2010). This method was designed for the
complete study of any type of symmetry and allows
the decomposition of the total shape variation
into components of symmetric variation (i.e.
differences among individuals) from components
of asymmetry (multiple components might occur
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Figs 13–15. Box plots illustrating tangent Procrustes distances among quadrants in (13) Micrasterias semiradiata, CAUP
K606; (14) M. radians var. bogoriensis, SVCK 389; and (15) M. radians var. evoluta, SVCK 518. The shape distances among
quadrants of different cells (the box plots A to D) and the shape distances between different quadrants from the same cells (the
box plots AxB, CxD, etc.). The quadrants are labelled according to Fig. 3. Green lines correspond to mean values of individual
groups. The 5% to 95% confidence intervals are depicted by red horizontal lines.

according to the symmetry of the object) (Savriama
et al. 2010; Savriama & Klingenberg 2011). Using
this approach, I have illustrated that symmetric
variation did only account for about 35–45% of
the total morphological variation in all 3 data sets
(Fig. 7). Conversely, majority of the variation was
described by individual patterns of asymmetry
among quadrants of Micrasterias cells. Likewise,
Savriama et al. (2010) also illustrated that purely
symmetric variation spanned only about 26% of
the total variation in their data set of M. rotata
cells. Interestingly, similar results that illustrated
the dominant role of asymmetric variation in
biological objects with multiple symmetric parts
were also presented by Savriama & Klingenberg
(2011) in their study of variation in a colonial coral.
There are numerous studies dealing with bilateral
symmetry/asymmetry patterns of different higher
organisms, and symmetric variation has almost
always been found dominant over the asymmetric
components.
Savriama
&
Klingenberg
(2011) suggested that a large proportion of
morphological asymmetry in colonial corals may
be related to their sessile way of life, leaving them
differentially exposed to directed environmental
factors such as light or water currents. In desmids,
however, explanation of this phenomenon may
rather rely in their peculiar ontogenesis pattern.
Most of the asymmetric variation was contained
in vertical asymmetry between 2 unequally
old semicells. Therefore, this asymmetry may
represent the allometric shape difference between
the juvenile and adult semicells (Savriama
et al. 2010), and it may also reflect different
environmental conditions during ontogenesis of
each of them. Size of the semicells is related to
abiotic environmental factors (Neustupa et al.

2008), and Savriama et al. (2010) showed that the
ontogenetic and static allometries of Micrasterias
semicells are indeed very similar. The asymmetric
variation with respect to horizontal and transversal
axes describing asymmetries within semicells was
considerably less prominent. The ideal body plan
of cells of investigated Micrasterias species is
symmetric (Brook 1981), and these asymmetries
must therefore be considered as deviations
from the underlying ontogenetic trajectories.
Taken together, the horizontal and transversal
asymmetry constituted for about 16–21% of the
total variation in individual species. Interestingly,
horizontal asymmetry was always more important
than asymmetry with respect to the transversal
axis. This may imply that the cell quadrants of
opposite semicells symmetric along the juvenile–
adult axis could have statistically more similar
shapes than the quadrants symmetric along both
juvenile–adult and left–right axes. However, this
notion was not fully supported by analysis of the
actual tangent PDs among individual quadrants.
The consistently lower PDs were only detected
among quadrants of the same semicells. It should
be noted that shape distances of the quadrants
from the opposite semicells of a single cell were
statistically not different from quadrants taken
from different cells of a single clonal population.
Such pattern may only support the notion of
Micrasterias cells as compound units that are
composed of 2 largely independent morphogenetic halves. Morphological plasticity expressed by
the clonal population is then mostly encompassed
by the differences between semicells of different
age.
Teiling (1956, 1957) and Brook (1981)
illustrated that frontal views of desmid cells
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may not only express the ideal symmetric body
plans but that species with pronounced vertical,
horizontal, or transversal asymmetric patterns
also do exist. In this study, I illustrated that
the populations of even the seemingly ‘totally
symmetric’ species indeed also include minor
aspects of non–allometric, i.e. horizontal or
transversal asymmetric variation. However, it may
be presumed that desmid species with cells that are
apparently asymmetric with respect to horizontal
or transversal axes would exhibit a totally different
pattern. Phylogenetic origins and mapping of
asymmetry patterns on phylogenetic trees in
these peculiar desmid taxa such as M. sudanensis
(non–allometric vertical asymmetry), Cosmarium
zygomorphicum (horizontal asymmetry), or the
clade H of the Micrasterias lineage (transversal
asymmetry) would indeed be of much interest.
In addition, members of the species–rich desmid
family Closteriaceae mostly have cells with
pronounced horizontal cell asymmetries, and this
character has even been considered one of the key
taxonomic features defining this group (Růžička
1977; Coesel & Meesters 2007). Therefore,
non–allometric asymmetries apparently played
an important role in the morphological evolution
of desmids. Comparative molecular and genomic
methods may elucidate the genetic basis of
the pronounced asymmetries within individual
desmid lineages, and morphometric methods
presented in this study could provide complete
morphological quantification of components of
symmetric variation and asymmetry in individual
taxa or populations.
Recently, effects of environmental factors
on symmetric morphological variation of desmid
populations were illustrated (Neustupa et al.
2008; Černá & Neustupa 2010). In this context,
asymmetric components of shape variation of
individual natural populations of desmids should
also be tested. Interestingly, there were consistent
differences in the amounts of symmetric and
asymmetric variation among individual species.
The CAUP K606 strain of M. semiradiata had
always the least variable cells, and the 2 strains
with more complex cells (SVCK 389 and SVCK
518) were more variable. May this pattern be more
generally related to cell complexity? May this
mean that species of Micrasterias with the most
complicated cells (such as M. radiosa or M. sol)
would have naturally more variable populations
than would other species? In this study, differences
in the amounts of symmetric and asymmetric
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variation among species were similar in symmetric
axes as well as in different aspects of asymmetry,
but this may not necessarily be the case always,
and future studies should incorporate multiple
species of the Micrasterias lineage and look for
differences in the amounts of asymmetry in relation
to environmental or phylogenetic data. Enhanced
morphological plasticity and asymmetry values
have also been linked to changes in ploidy levels
and in the total nuclear DNA contents (Andersen
et al. 2006). The protocols for quantification of
DNA contents in freshwater microalgal groups
(including desmids) have recently been published
(Mazalová et al. 2011), and the genome size data
could therefore be related to symmetry/asymmetry
levels of individual populations.
The asymmetry analyses in protists
significantly lag behind other fields of organismal
biology. However, the methodological framework
presented by Savriama et al. (2010) and Savriama
& Klingenberg (2011), and used in this study,
should open up a new promising area of research
in this rich, but almost unexplored, field of
phycology and morphometrics.
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